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Contemporary guitarist Tom Caufield is an esoteric composer. You never 

know what he is going to conjure up, but you can believe it will be 

magical. Which explains his latest release Deep Cuts from the Moral 

Wilderness. I’ve only known Caufield as a solo guitarist, but one with an 

expansive range of melodic forays. On “Deep Cuts” he has added a select 

few accompanists to his cerebral concepts and it is like seeing a rainbow 

in three dimensions. The album is six tracks of reimagined contemporary 

reflections with light ensemble. The ensemble being the rich talents of violinists Zach Paul and 

Alicia Spillias and cellists Mark Edward Lewis and Judy Kang. Caufield is somewhere in the 

middle, neither challenging, nor dominating the music.  

The sound of a single beating heart opens the first track Warszawa. The song is taken from the 

album Low by David Bowie. Caufield and company convert this dirge into a measured, 

transcendent lament. What Caufield is especially skilled at is making music that is not only 

pleasurable on many levels, but also music that is thought provoking. He takes the “what if” 

scenario and elevates them into the realms of possibility. In this case, Bowie was affected by his 

trip to Poland while trying to get his life on track. Caufield takes that unique environmental and 

emotional ambience and transforms it into a palatable experience for the contemporary soul.       

Literally, on a lighter note the next song, Fresh Astonishments comes into play with a solid 

cello and violin collaboration and with Caufield’s guitar a follower instead of a leader, but that is 

what is wonderful about the song. The strings carry the melody in an uplifting manner while the 

guitar is the simple embellishments it needs to complete it. This is music you hear when the sun 

makes an appearance in the sky or maybe making a new discovery on your morning walk. Or 

maybe saying “I love you” for the first time. The music is delightful and rather energizing. 

Written on the Sky comes across as some penned hundreds of years ago, but becomes a 

timeless profession of love. It is not long enough for me, but perhaps is written as an interlude. 

Still, the soft, intricate strains are joyously languid. It brought to my mind that love is sometimes 

inscribed in the stars. This is the music for that. Which segues into the next track, The Nature of 

a Heart is to Yearn. The evocative tune has an unexpected mellifluousness to it. Yearning 

sometimes means pain, but on Tom’s composition the pain is in the waiting. Whether two hearts 

are separated by a dozen city streets or five thousand miles of ocean, the hunger is the same. If 

you listen closely, you can hear the hearts beating in the music. 

The Realm of the Senses is my favorite on “Deep Cuts”. The beginning is a bit grave, but it 

soon turns to lighter fare. There is something so pensive in the melody as if to suggest a 

pendulum made of musical notes swinging deliberately back and forth or maybe the tides rushing 

in an out on some lonesome shore with the help of an ardent moon. The heart calms, the 



breathing slows and the peace of a world that is rare to find opens its door. Yeah, I really liked 

that one.   

The final cut is called The Weakness that Leads to Strength. I thought I understood this song 

even before I heard all of the music. Strong cello background and moderate guitar blend in a pas 

de deux somewhat like a Henrik Chaim piece. If ever there was a more dulcet waltz, I have not 

heard it. The sense that fortitude grows inside, first as a tiny spark, then a small flame. Adding 

tribulation to the process give more light, then higher flames and finally, the heat necessary to 

burn through the difficulty. All without destroying what is inside.  

As a composer for the guitar, Tom Caufield has no equal. I often think that maybe his music isn’t 

for everyone, but then again, maybe it is. Truly, it is highly emotional, yet there is something 

subliminal about it all. You put it on, you listen to it, and then you look at the clock and it is 

hours later. But it is never time lost. It is new memories found. I highly recommend this and any 

of Tom’s dozen or so albums.   


